gossip
question of the month:
What‘s in your mind a few seconds
before you drop in for your final
run at a big contest?

Gareth Dyer

Niels: Check that my snus
is in good shape and try to
be focused enough to avoid
crashing hard.
Benny: I’ll try to
focus on my run and
think about some
tricks I wanna do...

SHOT OF
THE MONTH

Gareth: I’ll
try to be
as confident as
possible.

Brandon: My mind
goes blank or I‘m
thinking about stomping everything.
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castle wall drop to
crank break at Red
Bull District Ride

Niels Windfeldt
After the Adidas Slopestyle Niels took a few weeks off because of his film school
but in middle of July he came to Catania for the first Red Bull District Ride 2006.
And he rocked it. Niels made it with 9 other riders to the finals and finished 7th.
He showed super sick superman-tailwhips and especially the good looking female
announcer from MTV Italy was totally in love with him.

Trond Hansen
Trond came to Whistler to show his best tricks again at the Crankworx festival after
his big 360-drop crash in Saalbach. Unfortunately he crashed in the training, hurt
his shoulder again and couldn’t ride the slopestyle event.
Currently Trond is in Norway, he moved back to his hometown Bergen two weeks
ago to build new dirt jumps together with Niels because they have wicked terrain in
Norway to train new tricks. They both will be shooting for bike USA this fall. Trond
should be back in action at the next Red Bull freeride comp – the “Red Bull Vozi Bre”
in Belgrade, Serbia in mid September.

Brandon Semenuk
The youngest Free:k Brandon from Whistler is currently preparing himself for
Monsterpark. Like an old pro in the business Brandon did a lot of big comps like the
BRAUN 26TRIX this year. Please be aware which tricks he will show next weekend.

Benny Korthaus

seating
Gareth Dyer

Gareth came all the way from Whistler, Canada to show his fans at the Red Bull
District Ride in Nuremberg what tricks he got. He was in a good shape but in the
second qualifying he jumped down the big castle wall drop and broke his crank.
But that was no reason for Gareth to stop his run. He probably had the first one
– footed - run ever in a big mountainbike comp. He rode through all districts and
finished this crazy run. 45,000 spectators were screaming. Check out the Freek Shot
of the month!!

Benny will be getting surgery on his elbow in September, but before he will ride a
show for AMD. The computer company wanted Benny for a show at a computer fare
in Germany. Benny’s buddies built a wooden pool for that show. It looks pretty crazy.
The good thing is that they will be able to keep it afterwards, so we can expect
Benny and his buddies to ride lots of pool soon in their local spot in Emmering near
Munich.

